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Writing together with Timothy Wyllie, the angel Georgia details the events of Earth’s ancient

history from 39,000 BC to 16,500 BC• Chronicles the destruction of Lemuria, the Pleiadian

evacuation of Earth, and the Lemurian diaspora that spread to India, Tibet, China, and South

America• Explains angelic esoteric science, such as the link between spiritual centers on

higher planes and ancient monuments on Earth, including the Giza pyramids• Interwoven

throughout with observations about Timothy Wyllie’s current and previous lives, such as his

long involvement with the Process Church and his interactions with rebel angel incarnates like

Timothy LearyAt the time of the revolt among the angels 203,000 years ago, Georgia was

among those angels who aligned themselves with Lucifer and the rebels. She has remained on

this world with occasional side trips to Zandana, another planet of quarantined rebel angels,

since the time of the revolution, taking on the angelic role of Watcher. Writing together with

Timothy Wyllie, Georgia provides her personal account of the period on Earth from 39,000 BC

to 16,500 BC.Georgia shares her experiences being present as the Lemurian civilization in the

Pacific reached its pinnacle and seismic upheavals overwhelmed its island home of Mu. She

describes the elaborate Pleiadian evacuation operation and the Lemurian diaspora, explaining

how their belief system took root in India, Tibet, China, and South America. She reveals how

the emerging Atlantean civilization, now also collapsed, preyed on the far flung settlements of

the Lemurian empire. She explains angelic knowledge of esoteric science, such as the spiritual

influence of Venus and the link between spiritual centers on higher planes and ancient

monuments on Earth, including the Giza pyramids. Georgia interweaves her story with

observations about Timothy Wyllie’s current and previous lives, such as his long involvement

with the Process Church and his interactions with other a rebel angel incarnates like Timothy

Leary.Georgia shares her words, in part, to awaken some of the 100 million rebel angels

currently living their human lives, most unaware of their angelic heritage. She reveals how a

mortal incarnation for a rebel angel is an opportunity to redeem her past and help prepare the

way for the imminent transformation of global consciousness as the rebellion planets, including

Earth, are welcomed back into the Multiverse.

“Timothy Wyllie’s Wisdom of the Watchers is an enthralling read. Wyllie is an eloquent author

with a discerning wisdom of the world. This book has the benefit of being practical and

enlightening like a wonderful intertwined subjective journey. Truly awe inspiring.” — E. A. James

Swagger, author of The Newgrange Sirius Mystery and Capricorn RadioTV host"The big

message is - we are not alone. There are more advanced civilizations, there are less

advanced, but for incarnate rebel angels there is the chance to experience mortal life and

eventually take their rightful place in the Multiverse – and who knows what comes after that.

The whole series is thought provoking. . . Recommended for incarnate rebel angels and other

seekers." — New Dawn, Jennifer Hoskins, January 2016“In this book Timothy Wyllie and his

guide, Georgia, continue the deep revelations of the hidden histories and lost legacy originally

detailed in The Urantia Book. Wisdom of the Watchers is the nexus of a history and destiny

that is both personal and universal.” — Randy Maugans, OffPlanet Radio hostAbout the

Author“Timothy Wyllie’s Wisdom of the Watchers is an enthralling read. Wyllie is an eloquent

author with a discerning wisdom of the world. This book has the benefit of being practical and

enlightening like a wonderful intertwined subjective journey. Truly awe inspiring.” (E. A. James

Swagger, author of The Newgrange Sirius Mystery and Capricorn RadioTV host)"The big



message is - we are not alone. There are more advanced civilizations, there are less

advanced, but for incarnate rebel angels there is the chance to experience mortal life and

eventually take their rightful place in the Multiverse – and who knows what comes after that.

The whole series is thought provoking. . . Recommended for incarnate rebel angels and other

seekers." (New Dawn, Jennifer Hoskins, January 2016)“In this book Timothy Wyllie and his

guide, Georgia, continue the deep revelations of the hidden histories and lost legacy originally

detailed in The Urantia Book. Wisdom of the Watchers is the nexus of a history and destiny

that is both personal and universal.” (Randy Maugans, OffPlanet Radio host)From the

AuthorTrained as an architect, Timothy Wyllie (1940-2017) was a graphic artist and writer who,

after a near-death experience in 1973, specialized in the study of non-human intelligences,

such as angels, ETs, and dolphins. He was the author of several books, including The Return

of the Rebel Angels and Awakening of the Watchers. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter

7Timothy Leary and the Big AppleSeas of Glass, the Incarnation, Shameful Speed, Timothy

Leary, the Second Wave of Rebel Angels, the Anthropic PrincipleHaving arrived in New York

City that early summer of 1968, it was time for the chapter to get busy. It had become one of

Mein Host’s particular gifts to be able to sniff out the right places, or the right people, to further

their quest.It was one of Mary Ann’s convictions that making contact with so-called celebrities

would somehow add credibility to the Process church. Those who were open-minded and

curious enough to give my ward their time took the opportunity to speak honestly from their

hearts. Those they’d met in Hollywood over the previous months in Los Angeles, among whom

were the actor James Coburn, Micky Dolenz of The Monkees, and John and Michelle Phillips

of the The Mamas & The Papas, all in their own ways were deeply touched by their

encounters.However, the unusual intimacy and honesty of these meetings frequently proved so

intense and personally revealing for the celebrity, who, unaccustomed to speaking with such

candor, would later reflect on what he or she had revealed over the course of their first meeting

and would be too embarrassed to repeat the experience.Speaking now from a watcher’s point

of view I can reveal that each of those encounters had a purpose beyond anything my ward

was aware of at the time. It would be indiscreet of me and outside my purview to comment in

any detail on the secrets revealed in those encounters, with one exception, Timothy Leary.

Because Mein Host has already written about his time spent with Leary in a previous book, I

intend to reach beneath his account for the deeper currents running through both these two

men’s lives.It is probably unnecessary at this point for me to reveal that Timothy Francis Leary

might be thought of as the archetypal incarnated rebel angel. He would have revealed it himself

had he the self-awareness and contextual frame to understand it. Yet, a rebel angel he was.

Brilliant, charismatic, authority-averse, continually curious, charming, futuristic in outlook, filled

with false pride, and obstinately rebellious, Leary died in 1996 without ever coming to terms

with the profound damage he had wreaked on more than one generation since the 1960s. By

invariably surrounding himself with supportive people--many of whom were also rebel angel

incarnates who could relate intelligently to entheogens--he was able to blind himself to the

chaos he created. Although there were many people who were totally unprepared for the

psychic onslaught of LSD or mescaline, some of whom were permanently harmed by the

experience, the most serious damage of Leary’s legacy has been the misbegotten war on

drugs and the effective taboo placed on any scientific research of them.As a watcher, it isn’t my

position to pass judgment on Leary’s intentions. From what I observed he was sincere in his

belief that the widespread distribution of entheogens would transform Western civilization for

the better. It is also well known that Aldous Huxley and a number of other cognoscenti familiar



with entheogens had attempted to prevail on Leary to tone down his propagandizing, with no

luck.For all Leary’s talk of transcendence he appeared to have little real grasp of the deeply

sanctified nature of entheogens. Had he perhaps encountered plant entheogens first, rather

than merely the product of modern pharmacology, he might have had a more reverential

approach.Yet, through a combination of personal pride, his love of being in the public eye, his

image of himself as the Pied Piper of Psychedelics, he stubbornly held on to his policy of

massive general distribution, justifying it in democratic terms. He believed Huxley and the like

were simply doing what elites have always done--keeping the goodies for themselves.However,

an occulted point generally overlooked by those trying to make sense of this era was the

supreme value of entheogens to incarnate angels. In this Leary was correct without ever

knowing why. As a rebel angel himself, he made the understandable error of believing other

people--normal first-timer mortals--were just like him. He found himself caught in an impossible

bind. His naturally rebellious spirit, deeply hurt by the dismissive treatment he’d received at the

hands of the elitists at Harvard University, together with his conviction in the miraculous

transformational power of entheogens, impelled him further and further into a leadership role in

the revolution he was promoting.As is the case with all incarnate angels, Leary was required to

live a fully mortal life. That’s what he had taken on by choosing to enter mortal incarnation. And

yet, as is also the case with all incarnate angels, he had a deep subconscious awareness of

his angelic spiritual heritage that always gave him the feeling he was special--not exactly

different from other people, but definitely superior to them.Leary’s sense of specialness, of

being resolutely resilient and relentlessly winsome under the most intolerable circumstances;

his determination to remain undiminished by imprisonment and exile; his courage in standing

up to authority at its most unjust; while possibly admirable in principle, merely fed his deluded

sense of himself and added to his inner turmoil.If you are wondering how I speak with authority

on Timothy Leary’s psychological state, it’s because Mein Host spent three days in a tepee

with the man. This allowed me unusual access to the psychologist’s emotional and mental

intelligences in that spring of 1968.I also have no reason to believe he has any objection to my

using him as an example of an incarnate rebel angel of the second wave. In my writing

straightforwardly of his inner struggles he would hope others will learn from what he missed

during his lifetime. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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WisdomOF THEWatchers“Timothy Wyllie’s Wisdom of the Watchers is an enthralling read.

Wyllie is an eloquent author with a discerning wisdom of the world. This book has the benefit of

being practical and enlightening like a wonderful intertwined subjective journey. Truly awe

inspiring.”E. A. JAMES SWAGGER, AUTHOR OFTHE NEWGRANGE SIRIUS MYSTERY

ANDCAPRICORN RADIOTV HOSTPRAISE FOR OTHER WORKS IN THIS SERIESBY

TIMOTHY WYLLIE“Confessions of a Rebel Angel is Timothy Wyllie’s magnum opus. This saga

is brilliant, arresting, and fulfilling, a true story of the esoteric secrets that fester in the human

heart and are now awakening the human spirit. Georgia, a juicy and witty rebel angel, comes

to us through Wyllie’s engrossing and engaging prose—a totally balanced story of humankind’s

evolution and struggles with the forces of the dark and the light. If you want the real truth about

the fallen angels, read this book!”BARBARA HAND CLOW,AUTHOR OF AWAKENING THE

PLANETARY MIND:BEYOND THE TRAUMA OF THE PAST TO A NEW ERA OF

CREATIVITY“Revolt of the Rebel Angels and its series is recommended to everyone who is

interested in where we have been and where we are going as a planet and as individuals. It will

explain a little of what is out there. I can hardly wait for the next volume.”NEW DAWN

MAGAZINE“Timothy Wyllie’s multivolume narrative, of which Rebel Angels in Exile is part, is a

masterpiece of writing. It is essential reading for any who would explore the cosmic dimension

of mercy suggested in the parable of the prodigal son and the role of those often known as

Starseeds in its manifestation upon this and many other worlds.”ROBERT DAVIS, DIRECTOR

OF THE DAYNAL INSTITUTE“If it is true that the Urantia Revelation accurately depicts our

prehistory, then this new volume [Rebel Angles in Exile]—like the previous two in the series—is

an astonishing revelation in its own right. The high drama and vivid characters Wyllie depicts

riveted my attention from beginning to end.”BYRON BELITSOS, AWARD-WINNING

PUBLISHER ANDCOAUTHOR OF THE ADVENTURE OF BEING HUMAN“Read The Return

of the Rebel Angels! Timothy Wyllie’s mammoth reconfiguration of humankind’s imprinted

perceptions rips apart concepts and questions, dissolving the mysterious shadow worlds and

interlaced realms of science to brilliantly expose its reluctant but imminent surrender to strings

of holographic universes he calls the Multiverse. Once reason is defeated, the fun really starts

as Wyllie’s writing explodes joyously, using The Urantia Book as a cornerstone for

comprehension of the past and all futures. Suddenly his proposition seems eminently plausible.

Quite a mindblower . . . it’s a delicious meal of mind and vision.”GENESIS BREYER P-

ORRIDGE, AUTHOR OFTHEE PSYCHICK BIBLE AND 30 YEARS OF BEING CUT

UP“Timothy has done us all an important favor by sharing his well-developed, extensive, and

carefully considered personal cosmology in his many books. Based in part on the Urantia

framework, he has taken its concepts and made them relevant and accessible for us all.

Timothy Wyllie is an important and underappreciated elder who has much to offer anyone who

takes the time to read his works.”SCOTT TAYLOR, AUTHOR OF SOULS OF THE

SEA:DOLPHINS, WHALES, AND HUMAN DESTINYAcknowledgmentsWisdom of the

Watchers is the fourth published volume of Georgia’s Confessions of a Rebel Angel, and as in

the previous volumes, my most profound gratitude must go first to Georgia for this unlikely

collaboration. When I first became aware in my late-forties of Georgia’s presence in my life, I’d

no idea we’d be embarking on what is developing into something of a magnum opus, with

another volume to be published in 2016.Thus, it’s to my publisher Inner Traditions/Bear &

Company that I owe my deepest gratitude for recognizing the value of Georgia’s Confessions

and being prepared to invest their considerable expertise and energy in creating the books. So,



to Ehud Sperling, the publisher; to Jeanie Levitan, the editor in chief; and to Janet Jesso, the

managing editor go my thanks for making it all possible. My heartfelt appreciation also goes to

Jon Graham, the acquisitions editor, for his continued interest in and support of my work; and

to John Hays, the director of sales and marketing, and his team, for getting the books into the

readers’ hands.All books improve immeasurably from good editing, and in Chanc VanWinkle

Orzell I’ve been blessed to have been given the best. This is the third volume of Georgia’s

Confessions we have worked on together, and I appreciate more than ever her insightful

comments and her evident enthusiasm for the text. She’s a joy to work with. I’m also grateful to

Anne Dillon, who edited a couple of my earlier books, for the work she’s done at the early

stages of editing this book. Georgia’s Confessions cover such a vast territory over such a

massive length of time that both Chanc and Anne have my ongoing admiration for being able to

take in and absorb such intricate material, and yes, improve it in the telling.As it’s not possible

to objectively verify Georgia’s narrative of early life on the world, I’ve been grateful to accept

Susan P. Marie’s offer to dowse this book, as she has the previous volumes, for the truth

content in each sentence and of every concept. The changes Susan recommends, though

generally small, are important for the ultimate integrity of the work, and I’m relieved to know

she takes on this rather laborious task because Georgia’s stories and insights have been

turning out to be so reliable.My avocation since the age of twelve has always been graphic art,

and I’ve chosen to include a handful in the each of these volumes as in many cases they

reflect, sometimes directly, more often obliquely, on concerns voiced in the narrative. Plates 3

and 5 are collaborations with my art partner, June Atkin, and are two of a series exploring the

emergent power of the female principle. Juno lives and works on the East Coast, whereas I live

in New Mexico, so the drawings—and they are all Prismacolor pencil drawings—wing their way

back and forth across half a continent four or five times, while each of us adds to the image. I

find this unusual artistic collaboration with Juno as mysterious and deep, in its own way, as my

collaboration with Georgia is in the arena of words. Both collaborations, for me, are exquisite

dances with the unknown, the images emerging as magically as Georgia’s words seep into my

mind.The letters I receive from readers are now too numerous to express my appreciation

individually, but as I write back you’ll be aware of how valuable I find your insights. I’ve been

continually struck by the intelligence and open minds of all of those who’ve written. I’ve been

particularly grateful for the interest and friendship of Robert Davis of the Daynal Institute and

the publisher Byron Belitsos, both of whom know the territory and have both supported

Georgia’s writings from the start.The manner in which a book is presented can greatly enhance

the charm and accessibility of the material. Much of this work goes on behind the scenes, so

I’m grateful to Peri Swan for another striking and ingenious cover and to Virginia Scott Bowman

for the elegance of the text design and layout. As a onetime art director of a magazine, I know

good design when I see it, and I’m delighted and grateful to have Georgia’s books so

beautifully presented. Having also done my stint as a publicist, I can only admire the time and

effort Manzanita Carpenter puts into getting me all those Internet interviews and the

opportunity to speak in detail about by work with Georgia. In a skeptical world I know it can’t be

easy. And yet I’m thankful that she persists, and I’ve been happily surprised at how open and

interested are the hosts of the shows she’s arranged for me.And, as it’s a time for gratitude,

how can I not be thankful for the new kitten curled up now and purring in my lap as I write

these words? For someone who prefers to live alone—and is fortunate enough to be able to do

so—this Little Prince of mine, who faithfully “fetches” balls thrown for him, is quite enough

excitement and distraction from the isolated and focused challenge of writing collaboratively

with a discarnate rebel angel.Finally, I express my gratitude to all those readers who’ve been



avidly following Georgia’s Confessions, volume by volume, as they come out. I can pass along

the good news that the next book, volume five, is due to be published in 2016.Note to the

ReaderRegarding a Glossary of Termsand the Angelic CosmologyIn this work the author has

coined or provided specialized definitions of certain words, some of which are derived from

The Urantia Book, a key source text. A complete list of these terms and their meanings has

been provided in the glossary at the back of this book for your ready reference. The reader will

find a brief overview of the Angelic Cosmology, also drawn from The Urantia Book, in the

appendix.ContentsTitle PageEpigraphAcknowledgmentsIntroduction: A Brief Description of the

Multiverse, Collaborating with a Rebel Angel, and the Identity of the Rebel AngelsChapter 1: A

Name for Our TimesHard Drugs and Entheogens, the Star People’s Warning, Trouble in

Paradise, Pleiadean Evacuation, and the Process Becomes a ChurchChapter 2: A Pleiadean

EncounterSeraphic Overgovernment, Hints of a Conspiracy, Interplanetary Travel Plans, and

Planet Zeta’s PsychosphereChapter 3: Psychic and Interplanetary ExplorationsPlanetary

Devastation, Mediumistic Experiments, the Gemini Twins, Lucifer’s Spell, and Life within Planet

GammaChapter 4: London, Lemuria, and New OrleansInterpenetration of Dreamtime, the

Plumed Serpent, Lemurian Psychology, Catastrophobia, and Restored to OneChapter 5:

Forces of DestructionAn Ocean-Faring Culture, Lemurian Dark Ages, Black Ice, Vietnam

Quagmire, Priest and Shaman, and Planetary DisasterChapter 6: Opposing

ViewpointsInterplanetary Tour, Mountains of the Gods, Loving Ishmael, Midwayer Domination,

Death Draws Closer, and Personal LibertyChapter 7: Timothy Leary and the Big AppleEarth’s

Special Destiny, New York Road Trip, the Pied Piper of Psychedelics, and Dimensional

FundamentalsChapter 8: An Unlikely MeetingDelta’s Magisterial Mission, Dreaming with Dogs,

the Central Universe, Hanging with the Beats, and the Days of RageChapter 9: Ominous

UnfoldingsA Tepee in Millbrook, Meeting Prince Sagdalon, Dr. Leary’s Infatuation with the

Process Church, Uncontrollable Mutants, and Early Cro-MagnonsChapter 10: UFOs and

AfterlivesCelebrity Whoring, Crammed in Amsterdam, the Secrets of Venus, Adamski

Reassessed, and Debating ReincarnationChapter 11: Second ComingsThe Messiah Test, the

Incarnate Goddess Enigma, Enter the Violet Race, Dangerous Negotiations, and Roman

RetrievalsChapter 12: A Psychic OnslaughtObserving Prince Caligastia, the Lemurians’

Atlantean Arrival, the Unification of Opposites, Willing Self-Sacrifice, and Colossal

TerrorAfterwordGeorgia’s Interplanetary Journey Revisited, a Dose of Catastrophobia, Friendly

Warnings, and a Brief Resurgence of DoubtAppendix: The Angelic

CosmologyGlossaryFootnoteAbout the AuthorAbout Inner Traditions • Bear & CompanyBooks

of Related InterestCopyright & PermissionsIndexIntroductionA Brief Description of the

Multiverse, Collaborating with a Rebel Angel, and the Identity of the Rebel AngelsGeorgia, with

this book, has now completed the fourth volume in her continuing narrative and is giving me

every sign of keeping up her enthusiasm for the project. She points out the historical stretch of

this volume covers only what she’d observed occurring on this world from between

approximately 39,000 BCE to 16,500 BCE, which means there’s a lot more history to come.Her

viewpoint is one of a Watcher, an observing angel who, at the time of the revolution among the

angels in this Local System of planets, aligned herself with Lucifer and the rebel faction.

Although this angelic revolution 203,000 years ago radically affected this and thirty-six other

worlds, in a Multiverse as vast as this, the rebellion was a fairly localized affair.Georgia uses

the word “Multiverse” not as a contemporary physicist might to describe a landscape of

universes but to encompass the multiplicity of dimensions and frequency domains that

compose what The Urantia Book calls the “Master Universe.” This Master Universe is shaped

as a torus, a doughnut form, with the hole in the center being a quantum dimensional shift into



the far beyond, into the “Central Universe,” the dwelling place of the gods and the highest of all

celestial orders. It is also where we mortals, as eternal beings, will finally arrive after we have

climbed through the many levels and dimensions on our Multiverse careers. (See figure

A.1)Thus, if we were to locate our planet within the Multiverse, we would find ourselves in the

latter stages of development of the seventh of the seven massive “superuniverses” that make

up the Multiverse.However, Georgia, in these volumes of her Confessions, focuses almost

entirely on the small “Local System” of a thousand planets, which includes Earth and the five

other inhabited worlds that she had the opportunity to visit. It was in Jerusem, the capital

planet of our Local System, that the angelic revolution originally broke out, when Lucifer, the

System Sovereign, rebelled against the status quo. The celestial overseers of Earth and thirty-

six other planets joined with Lucifer in his revolution.Georgia broadly subscribes to the

cosmology as outlined in The Urantia Book, although as a rebel angel who aligned herself with

the rebel faction, she points out that the book was transmitted by the very Multiverse

Administration (MA) against whom Lucifer was rebelling. She suggests that The Urantia Book

is not without its bias. After all, she says, no administration welcomes a revolution.The story of

the Lucifer Rebellion, an intensely significant event for all involved, which has altered the

course of life on thirty-seven inhabited worlds, turns out to have been a much more

complicated and subtle business than the way it has been presented in The Urantia Book.

There, the celestial communicants focus as much on telling the story as attempting to

denigrate the primary personalities involved. Both Lucifer and Satan (the two System

Sovereigns), as well as Caligastia and Daligastia (the two Planetary Princes of this world),

have been labeled insane and worse. Their demands for greater freedoms were seen as an

arrogant desire for greater power, and their behavior toward the mortals on the planets in their

care as a matter of criminal irresponsibility.Yet, as Georgia reminds us in this narrative, there

have been two previous rebellions in this Local Universe. For the Urantia communicants to

have brushed aside this, the third—the Lucifer Rebellion—as a mere act of insanity suggests

there were far deeper roots to the angelic uprising than have been previously

acknowledged.Much of Georgia’s analysis concerns the deeper currents running beneath the

angelic uprising and what she has observed of its consequences on this and half a dozen

other worlds to which she has traveled, and which have also been subject to the rebellion.

Georgia tells me she’s been subtly getting me ready to collaborate with her on this narrative for

at least as long as my current lifetime. With the bad press traditionally accorded any mention of

Lucifer, Satan, and the rebel angels, I have needed to reassure myself that they mean me no

harm. This has taken, for me, a lifetime of preparation, having chosen in my early twenties to

follow an intuitive trail, with no idea where it might lead me. It’s only now, as I look back over my

seventy-four years, that I can see how thoughtfully I’ve been guided to confront and then

release any fears I might have harbored toward entities so long portrayed as evil. Georgia tells

me this is one of the reasons she’s chosen to narrate the events of my life in such intimate

detail: as a living example of the struggles and challenges facing anyone who seeks to know

what lies beneath the surface of life.Of course I had no idea that I’d end up collaborating with a

rebel angel, nor that she would use my own biography as a grounding device for her much

more encompassing story, covering the past half-million years she’s been present on this

world.Naturally, over the years I’ve had to consider whether Georgia is a reliable narrator. I’ve

had many opportunities to test her authenticity, and I’ve found no cause to doubt that she is

doing her best to tell the truth as she knows it. She has previously emphasized that although it

may be her truth, it will only be part of a much larger Truth. But in the end I’ll have to leave that

up to readers to decide for themselves.In her favor, Georgia has no hesitation in revealing her



innermost feelings, and, if she had a hidden agenda, I have no doubt she would have

inadvertently revealed it by now. Angels are not inherently complicated or deceptive creatures.

They are created for their functions and aren’t equipped with any particular excess of

imagination. Those seraphs like Georgia who had aligned themselves with Lucifer found

themselves thrown into a situation that, frankly, they were ill-equipped to handle. The Urantia

Book maintains that most of these angels were isolated on so-called prison planets soon after

the rebellion—and have apparently remained so ever since. Georgia, however, appears to have

been among those angels who, at the time of the rebellion, were already working in an

observer capacity on their planets and were evidently allowed to stay where they were as

Watchers. Georgia herself claims she hasn’t yet discovered why she was permitted to stay at

her post and maintain her status as a Watcher. She has speculated that MA might have

considered this world as prison planet enough, and, from her narrative over these volumes,

she may well be correct.Yet for all that, for the trials and tribulations that have befallen this

small planet, it’s clear that Georgia and others of her kind are seeking redemption for their past

actions through an honest and unflinching look at the consequences of the angelic rebellion on

mortal life.This has led to Georgia’s most intriguing assertion. She claims that part of this

redemption process is that the rebel angels—and Watchers such as herself—have been given

the choice to incarnate as mortals on one of the thirty-seven rebellion-held worlds. These rebel

angels, disembodied or incarnate, are not the horrific imaginings of Hollywood screenwriters.

Yet, when they enter mortal incarnation they can be thought of as spiritual mutants, a new type

of human being: Homo angelicus.According to Georgia, most incarnate rebel angels can be

distinguished by their much-increased sensitivity to physical stimuli, their psychism and their

capacity for natural empathy, their general resistance to disease, and their greater engagement

with the natural world. They might be artists or freedom fighters, statesmen or hobos, Indigo or

Crystal children, musicians or druggies, inventors or fantasists. Or, they may come across as

the most normal of people, only to find they have an intensely active inner life. A few are in

bodies that haven’t been able to integrate the higher angelic vibration, and they may be

focusing their astonishing intensity on one defined area of interest. Rebel angel incarnates

almost inevitably feel in some way fundamentally different from other people, yet they seldom

know quite why. They are the outsiders who struggle to find their place in a materialist world.

They are likely to have had difficult and challenging childhoods, and—no surprises here—they

tend to be the rebellious ones.Georgia has claimed there may be currently well over 120 million

embodied rebel angels on the planet and “more coming in every day,” as she likes to add. Many

have chosen to incarnate at this particular point in time to serve in the imminent transformation

of this world.Given that almost all rebel angels are unaware of their angelic heritage, Georgia

believes the entry of her narrative into the World Mind will allow others, through morphic

resonance, to discover their own true identities. She is writing these books to touch people in

their deep mind and to evoke an ancient resonance in those who share the same aspiration for

a transformed and healed Earth.If you’ve been intrigued enough to have already read one of

Georgia’s previous volumes, you will have possibly already determined who you are and why

you are here.Georgia’s guiding axiom, as she enjoys reminding us, is: “If you don’t know the

truth of your past, how can you make any real sense of the present? And if you don’t

understand the present, how can you ever trust what is to come?”I think if we take the view that

thingscome into being as evolution goes alongand that the cosmic soul has a kind of

imagination,then we can think of form coming into beingthrough the imagination as nature

goes along,we can see this imagination as having many levels.There’s a cosmic

imagination,the imagination of the anima mundi,the soul of the Universe.Within this are the



imaginations of galaxies,solar systems, planets, ecosystems, societies,individual organisms,

organs, tissues, and so on.There are many levels of organizing souls and imaginations.We

don’t have to leap straight from the level of moleculeor a plant cell to the level of Divine

Imagination,or to the transcendent realm of mathematics.There’s a whole series of

imaginations in between.RUPERT SHELDRAKE, CHAOS, CREATIVITY,AND COSMIC

CONSCIOUSNESSKnowledge has three degrees—opinion, science, illumination. The means

or instrument of the first is sense; of the second, dialectic; of the third, intuition. To the last I

subordinate reason. It is absolute knowledge founded on the identity of the mind knowing with

the object known.PLOTINUS1A Name for Our TimesHard Drugs and Entheogens, the Star

People’s Warning, Trouble in Paradise, Pleiadean Evacuation, and the Process Becomes a

ChurchHard drugs, especially heroin, were starting by 1967 to take their toll in cities like New

Orleans. However, a number of the more intelligent of the young addicts were waking up to the

perils of addiction. Mein Host, although he’d never been drawn to hard drugs like heroin, was

familiar enough with the lure of entheogens to understand the issues and empathize with most

of these young junkies.It was in the Seven Seas bar on St. Philip Street in the French Quarter

that I heard him speaking about this to Victoria, the owner of the place. Processeans did not

drink alcohol, but they would visit bars and cafés in the area to talk to the clientele of these

establishments about the deteriorating state of the world and what the Process believed was

happening beneath the surface . . . and, of course, the breakthroughs they’d made in helping

people develop their psychic and telepathic abilities.My ward appeared to particularly enjoy the

Seven Seas. He’d been in the bar several times before the conversation that I’m paraphrasing

here took place and had already made close contact with the owner.As must surely be

required of a female owner of a French Quarter bar, I’ve heard Victoria described as a force of

nature. She was a small, dark-haired woman; a “straight-shooter,” I’d heard her calling herself

in one confrontation, her dark eyes flashing at the rowdy customer, with her right hand

conspicuously beneath the counter and a subtle emphasis in her quiet voice on the word

“shooter.”“And you really would have? You’d have shot him?” Mein Host asked her later that

afternoon as they sat out back.“Never had to yet,” she replied with a low chuckle.My ward

looked quizzical. He was evidently still getting accustomed to the American gun culture; the

ease with which perfectly normal people talked about guns, about shooting people in self-

defense, and all without a hint of shame.“It gives them a chance to back down without losing

face,” she explained. “The gun as a symbol. Everyone knows what it means, how ever

drunk.”“You mean you don’t have a gun under the counter?” he asked, astonished.She leaned

forward conspiratorially. “Of course I got a shotgun under there! What do you take me for?!”

Another caustic laugh. “Point is, I’ve never had to show it.”The bar itself was a dark place with a

halfhearted suggestion of the nautical about the decor. With sawdust strewn on the flagstone

floor and darkened wood tables, and lit dimly by candles flickering in red glass containers, the

ambiance was vaguely reminiscent of the cramped, unlit crew quarters of an eighteenth-

century galleon.Despite being in the French Quarter, the Seven Seas had become more of a

local haunt, given that it was far enough away from the drunken bustle on Bourbon Street. Yet

being New Orleans, the threat of violence hung in the atmosphere as if atomized into the

humidity itself. The bar would have been a far rougher and tougher spot had it not been for

Victoria’s personality: part Earth Mother and part Attila the Hun.She’d been concerned for her

son Emmett, who was just turning fourteen and growing up in a city known for its

excesses.“Drugs are all over the place now . . . suddenly, just in the last few years. And, no,”

she answered Mein Host’s lifted eyebrows. “No, I’m not talking about herb; that’s fine. They

don’t do anyone harm. Most of my customers are probably high. I’d be outta business!”“I know



what you mean,” my ward replied smoothly, and I couldn’t help but notice it was now his alter

ego, Micah Ludovic, speaking. “The voice of sanity! At last!”Victoria straightened imperceptibly,

her face betraying she wasn’t quite sure what she’d said to earn such approval, yet

appreciating it anyway.“I’ve only been in the States for a few months,” he said, “and I’m already

sick of this American preoccupation with drugs! It’s like they think all drugs are the same . . .

that they’re all just as bad. That’s why I was happy when you said that. You made the

distinction. Heroin is as different from herb as going to sleep is different from being awake.”“It’s

not the herb; you can get that everywhere in the clubs,” she said thoughtfully. “I don’t approve of

it, of course. It’s all the stealing I hate. Junkies stealing for their fix. It’s become a curse. I hate

to see these kids throwing away their lives. But then to slink around ripping us all off! That’s

what I hate. All the dishonesty.”“Thank God English law is different,” Micah said. “A junkie just

has to get a prescription from a doctor, go to a chemist . . .”“Chemist?” Victoria

queried.“Chemist?” Now he was momentarily puzzled. “Right. Of course. Pharmacy, they go to

Boots . . . Boots Pharmacy, in Piccadilly Circus at midnight. Then they all go down to toilets in

the underground station to shoot up pharmaceutically pure heroin.”“So, it’s all legal?” she said,

surprised. “You can get it? Just like that? Over the counter?”“Well, you need a script of course.

That’s how they keep a check on you . . . it’s a medical thing.”There was a short pause before

she asked what many Americans often wonder: “Why don’t more people become junkies if it’s

so easy to get it?”“It’s not like that over there, Victoria. It’s not that people particularly approve

of smack. We know it’s a sickness, and there’ll always be some people who’ll do it. Anyway,

look what Prohibition did last time around—it just made booze more exciting and turned half

the nation into criminals . . .”“Plus, a lot of money for organized crime,” she agreed, rolling her

eyes.He said, “You’d have thought they’d have learned, wouldn’t you?”They both laughed at the

stupidity of a law that ended up promoting what it was attempting to prohibit. Victoria got up to

answer the phone, and after she returned Micah picked up the conversation where they’d left

off. “Listen. Another stupid thing,” he said with some heat. “This idea I hear people talking about

—that herb is a ‘gateway drug,’ that it leads to the hard stuff. That’s absurd!”“But doesn’t it

make it more likely?” she asked quickly. And I realized she was concerned about her son. I’m

not sure whether my ward picked it up. Micah was never that interested in children.“There’ll

always be some people who’ll get interested in changing their consciousness, Victoria. You run

a bar, you know that! But here’s the thing: some people take drugs to escape reality, while

other people take them to see deeper into reality, to expand their consciousness.”Victoria gave

a snort of derision, and, with her dark hair pulled tightly back around a pale oval face, she

became every bit the stern Spanish matriarch.“Seriously, Victoria, listen to me because it

concerns your son. These really are two very different impulses. People who are drawn to

smack or opium or downers of any sort almost always want to escape from their lives for some

reason. Pot doesn’t work like that; neither does LSD or peyote for that matter. But when they

call them all ‘drugs’ and make them all illegal . . . then of course you’ll get kids who think pot,

smack, acid, coke . . . they’re all drugs and they’re all illegal, so why not?! I think it’s that, rather

than pot being this stupid gateway idea. Kids are told all these drugs are dangerous. Then they

smoke some weed, laugh their heads off, and realize it’s not a dangerous drug at all.”“So they

realize they’ve been lied to and think heroin is just as harmless,” Victoria said, finishing the

thought.“They already distrust the government; this is just one more proof they’re being lied

to.”There was a pause while they lit cigarettes. It must have been obvious that Victoria was

thinking about her son because I noticed Micah, presumably no longer interested, step back. It

came to me then, for the first time, that it was the Micah subpersonality who was interested in

drugs. I must admit I was relieved when it was Mein Host again who was leaning forward and



speaking softly but with some emphasis.“Your boy?” he asked, and when she nodded he went

on quietly. “My intuition is you’ve nothing to worry about. Of course he’s going to rebel; anybody

with any spirit does that. He may do some silly things, but from what you’ve told me, the boy is

bright. He’s obviously curious and interested in what’s going on. He may smoke a little pot, but I

don’t feel he’s the type to get into smack.”“You know that? He’s going to be okay?”“Yeah! I can

feel that, Victoria. You’ve nothing to worry about. I used to smoke pot and hash before I joined

the Process and never had the slightest desire for any of the opiates. I’ve hung out with people

like William Burroughs and Alex Trocchi. The stuff was there if I’d have wanted to do it. But I

could see it would take me in a totally different direction. And Alex was still an active junkie

when I knew him . . .”“Alex . . . Alexander Trocchi? Cain’s Book? You know him?”“Knew him

briefly, yes. Back in London before I joined the group. I saw what junk had done to him. But

that’s the point, isn’t it? Because heroin wasn’t this big illegal secret over there, I was able to

see for myself what the stuff was all about. If ever I’d have been tempted, which I wasn’t,

seeing what happened to poor old Trocchi put paid to any urge!”“Is he still alive?”“Far as I

know, yes. But I’m surprised you’ve heard of Cain’s Book, Victoria. You know they banned it in

England. I only managed to get a copy in Paris.”“Someone dropped it on me, otherwise I

wouldn’t have seen it,” she said, proud of being so modern. Then her expression became one

of concern again. “That’s the book that got me upset about heroin. He made it sound so

enticing.”“Quite a saga, wasn’t it?” My ward replied. No trace of Micah now. “But that’s not your

son, Victoria. Not at all. And never will be. From what I could make out, poor Trocchi was

always an angry man. I didn’t know him well, but it seemed to me he was using smack to cool

himself out and then got caught up in it. It was sad. I liked him, too. He was brilliant.”“Perhaps

that’s what happens when heroin is legal!” she suggested. “Makes it too easy.”“I don’t think it’s

that. Trocchi said he’d picked up his habit in Paris, where it was illegal; then he’d lived in

America, in New York City—you’ve read the book. We know what that was like! He was an

addict for a long time before he settled in London, before I met him.”My ward stubbed out his

cigarette and sipped his coffee before continuing, “But that’s just my point. There’ll always be

people who’ll do junk, who’ll get caught up in it, whether or not it’s legal. But to prohibit it? Like

here? Just makes it more tempting for the rebellious minded, doesn’t it?”They sat quietly in the

courtyard. Familiar noises washed over them: the clink of glasses, the low buzz of conversation

broken by bursts of shrill laughter, and the hesitant clacking of a jukebox changing discs filtered

out from the open back door of the bar, along with the pungent, spicy smell of a dish I heard

my ward say later would have put him off Cajun cooking forever.“So?” Victoria asked finally.

She was bringing the conversation to an end. “If I send him around to your coffeehouse?”“I’ll

keep an eye on him,” my ward reassured her. “He’ll be fine. He might even enjoy himself!”Mein

Host quickly finished his coffee and followed Victoria back into the dank darkness of the bar.

Saying good-bye, he walked through the length of the bar out into the bright burst of sunlight

on the sidewalk, turned onto Royal Street, and made his way back to the chapter.Victoria and

her son Emmett are among a number of personalities who will briefly interact with my ward and

then step back from my narrative, in most cases never to be mentioned again. You may

remember Jennifer, who unknowingly shared a miraculous car crash with him, or young Onya

from my own narrative, and her wonderful way with fandors, those massive passenger birds.

We won’t meet them again. A few others, however, will reappear from time to time and play a

further part in Mein Host’s life. Among these has been the young fourteen-year-old Emmett,

now a successful lawyer in his fifties, who took advantage of the Internet to recently locate the

man who he once knew as Brother Micah.Given that the agreement I have with Mein Host in

reviewing his life is in part to allow him another view of himself, I thought it relevant to ask



Emmett for a few paragraphs on what he recalled of his initial impressions of the Process and

my ward forty-four years ago, in the early spring of 1967.This is what Emmett wrote:I was

thirteen years old maybe just turning fourteen and I was living with my mother, Victoria, in the

French Quarter. She owned a bar in the French Quarter that was the place for people to

go.She came home one day and told me that she had met two interesting and strange guys in

her bar. She said they were English, wearing black clothing and short capes, and didn’t seem

to be on drugs, which was unusual at the time for most of her customers. She said they came

into her bar to talk to people and didn’t drink and that she spoke with one of them, Micah.She

said they had opened a coffee shop around the block from our apartment and she encouraged

me to go over and meet these people. Her impression was generally favorable toward this guy

Micah, whom she found to be engaging.I went around the block a few days later in search of

this coffeehouse, and when I entered the place on the ground floor, it seemed sparse and there

didn’t appear to be a coffeehouse. I was directed to walk out onto the patio and up a flight of

stairs. Upstairs I entered a hall, and walking down that hall I entered a room at the front of the

building that had pillows scattered about, rugs, and a few low tables.Someone came over and

asked me if I wanted tea. I asked to see a menu; there wasn’t one. I was told that there were

tea and brownies, so I ordered both. I pulled out a cigarette and lit it, blowing great billows of

smoke out across a room that was practically empty save for myself and some pillows.I don’t

remember how, exactly, but somehow I began to engage with this group of people over a few

short visits and found myself spending more time with them. Soon enough I was attending their

various activities and doing menial chores, like scrubbing the floor, and taking out the trash,

and bringing cups of tea to others.Early on I met Micah, and I could see why my mother found

him to be engaging. He was. He was erudite, tall, lean, and handsome, and when he worked

the kitchen serving up cups of tea or brownies he swirled around with the style of a flamenco

dancer. He was fascinating to watch in motion; he was fascinating to watch because he moved

with deliberate action that was a bit faster than the pace New Orleans required.He went about

his work, maintaining an engaged rapport with whoever was revolving around him, while he

kept a focus on what it was he was doing. And watch him I did, as I watched all of them—they

were creatures from another place.He once told me that the best way to get things done was to

do them one at a time; that was how he multitasked, by doing things one at a time. This was

sound advice that I have followed for over forty-four years, and it has not led me astray.The

New Orleans cavern that Emmett found so sparsely occupied did not remain so empty for long.

Once word got around, it filled up every day. The Process courses and classes that had been

devised in London—the First and Second Progresses, the Telepathy Development Course, and

Midnight Meditations on Friday and Saturday—were also proving to be singularly popular,

much to the astonishment of the English Processeans. People were pouring in. How different it

was from the constant struggle in London. If I heard someone say that once, I must have

overheard it said a dozen times.It all seemed so easy in New Orleans. “The Big Easy,” they had

heard it called. And it certainly seemed like that!Mein Host appeared to be completely in his

element. He clearly felt far more at home in America than he ever enjoyed being in England. He

felt a natural affinity with most of the young Americans he was meeting; he enjoyed their

openness and their spirit of rebellion.Mary Ann’s unlikely choice for my ward to become the

first person whom the interested public would encounter, in a more formal sense, was a clever

one. To have chosen one of the most rebellious and insubordinate of her inner circle for this

delicate task suggests an ingenious judgment of character on her part.Every Friday evening at

7:00 p.m. it was now my ward’s function to lead the First Progress. Rather than making this

introductory class a dry, dull lecture, he claims to have set out to create the experience of the



Process. His approach to the First Progress is made clear in this paragraph he wrote in a

previous book.I found, somewhat to my surprise, that I had a natural facility for conducting

these First Progresses. Whatever empathy I’d been able to learn became a valuable asset in

being able to conduct the session with an almost magical dexterity. I used a twist on one of

Robert’s Logics,*1 this one concerning what he’d called “Intention and Counter-Intention.”

Briefly, the concept is that for every intention we form in our minds, there will be an opposition

to this intention lodged in our subconscious. By bringing this counter-intention to the surface

and releasing its trapped energy, it’s possible to nullify its influence.When I applied this while

talking to a group, I would emphasize all the challenges they would face in joining the Process,

how demanding and difficult was the life we led, and how they’d be crazy to get involved with

us. And somehow they loved it! Appearing to discourage them from joining the group

succeeded in making them all the more curious about it.Once Mary Ann and Robert were

settled into their house in nearby Slidell, news came down from them to the New Orleans

Chapter to prepare a space for an art department. Work was going to be starting on a new

issue of PROCESS magazine, with the other members of the small team soon to be shipped in

to join Mein Host, the art director.However, another concern was starting to emerge, which

would have some long-lasting consequences and become one of the factors that would lead

ultimately to the collapse of Mary Ann’s more grandiose ambitions.The Process would soon

become a legitimate religious organization, registered under the laws of the state of Louisiana

as the Process Church of the Final Judgment. They would be endowed with the privilege of

being entirely free of the obligation to pay taxes, and they would be financially accountable only

to themselves.Ironically, it was this legal straitjacket that would gradually squeeze the creative

juices out of the community, as well as besmirch what remained of their communal spiritual

authenticity.Formally becoming a church would also expose the group to a level of public

scrutiny and the most unscrupulous calumny that they had no idea would soon be gathering in

the wings.* * *It was true: the Islands of Mu were a pale shadow of what I’d recalled from my

previous visits.All the sounds of building work, which had been a constant background noise,

were completely absent. The great plazas were deserted, and the surrounding jungle

undergrowth had already grown back over many of the massive stone walls. The temples were

empty, and as I moved around the surrounding residential areas, I could see many of the pole

houses were in a state of collapse and the interlocking walkways were busted and broken, with

piles of old fishing nets rotting back into the debris.Nothing appeared to have been actively

destroyed. Yet it was evident many more Lemurians than had originally shown willing had either

retreated to higher ground or had taken advantage of the Star People’s generous offer of

evacuation and repatriation on a planet they had prepared for the refugees from Mu. There

were some holdouts, as to be expected, generally among the old and infirm or those too

attached to their Motherland.As I moved north along the chain of islands, away from the areas

once heavily populated, there appeared to be many more able-bodied men—although rather

fewer women—who had remained, eking out a subsistence living on some of the smaller, more

out-of-the-way islands.I was curious about this. Didn’t the people believe the Star People’s

warning? Surely the sight of those massive Pleiadean arks passing soundlessly overhead

would have convinced them their compatriots were taking the predictions seriously!It was

Astar, my Watcher sister, posted specifically to observe the Lemurian experiment, who set me

right. All of a sudden, she was there beside me. I never hear her approach.Before I arrived on

Mu this time, I’d been badly shaken by the chaotic implications of the failure of the visitors’

mission. Then I’d found myself even more troubled by the guilty sense that I was betraying my

superiors. I hadn’t been able to share any of the malicious pleasure the other Watchers had



taken in the sabotage, and although I was able to leave before I encountered Prince Caligastia,

I had no doubt he was crowing over his success.Coming to these desolate islands had not

improved my mood! So, perhaps it was the level of my self-involvement that prevented me from

being more aware of Astar’s presence until she spoke.“They don’t trust the Star People,” she

told me. “Out here in the hinterlands, not so much in the population centers . . . word got

around that the Star People were taking them away for food!”“To eat them? Really?”“Others

believed they’d end up the Star People’s slaves if they went on the arks.”“And they didn’t trust

Vanu?” I asked, surprised. “Or even Amadon?” I was incredulous. “Weren’t they both traveling

all over the islands telling everybody about the Star People’s warning and their offer of

evacuation? Hadn’t that reassured the people?”Astar took a few moments before answering.

“You’ve been away for a long time, haven’t you?! The troubles must have started after you’d left

for . . . where was it? Zandana? Yes, of course . . .”She did not mean this pleasantly; she would

have known perfectly well that it was the planet Zandana I’d visited. All the other Watchers

knew about my travels.“Zandana, right,” she affirmed after I nodded unnecessarily, her tone

sardonic. “Where you run off to when the going gets too tough!” she added, confirming the

sense I was starting to gather from my infrequent interactions with my sister Watchers: that

they were resentful and often even envious of the freedoms I’d chosen for myself . . . well, the

relative freedoms, anyway. They seemed to want to make me feel guilty for the limitations of

their choices.I wasn’t about to defend myself to another Watcher. She could think what she

liked. Besides, I was much more curious as to what had been occurring over this past 150

years, and I didn’t need Astar to freeze up now.“So why ever didn’t they believe Vanu?” I asked

again.“Vanu had almost completely lost credibility by that time,” she said to my surprise.

“Amadon too. But everyone knew Vanu was the true leader. It was Vanu who was their god-

king, however reluctant he was to be acknowledged as such.”“But how could that have

happened?” I couldn’t help recalling the worshipful reverence with which Vanu and Amadon

had always been held by all Lemurians.“It started with the Star People’s warning, of course. But

the real reason was far more deeply rooted. You’ll recall, I’m sure,” her tone took on a lecturing

quality in my mind, “that Amadon finally prevailed on Vanu to allow the people to worship

Father Sun and Mother Earth, yes? You remember that? That Sun and Earth were more real

and immediate than trying to worship some Invisible Spirit, remember?”Of course I

remembered! I didn’t feel the need to take the bait; it was just another of her jibes.“So when the

people of Mu heard their world was going to be destroyed,” she continued, “they flocked to their

temples, confident their prayers would keep them safe. Then, when the Star People returned a

second time to report on the path of the comet, as they’d promised to do, and Vanu had

announced there’d been no change, the people didn’t know what to believe!”“Didn’t the Star

Woman promise to come back three times?” I asked, to show her my memory was just fine,

thank you!“That was when the trouble started!” she replied, now well in her stride. “It was after

those warnings. Although the violence didn’t last long. The arks were coming and going,

evacuating those who trusted Vanu . . . as I said, mainly from the more urban areas. The ones

who’d lost their trust in their leaders, as well as their faith in their spurious gods, were mostly

among the poorly educated, who lived on the outer islands. Those are the ones you’ll still see,

who refuse to leave their islands.”I said, “I spotted a whole new cluster of huts grouped around

one of their oracles when I was doing my survey. I wondered what was happening . . .”“Just

what I mean!” she cut across my moment of insight. “By that time they were putting more faith

in their oracles than in Vanu or Amadon. That’s when it all started to break down. People going

every which way, not knowing what to believe . . .”“But nothing’s actually happened yet, right?”

Perhaps I’d missed the action while I’d been away.“Correct. There’s been no comet yet. Just the



warning . . .”“So what did the Star People tell them?” I asked. “It’d return what . . . two, three

times?”“Three times, the Star Woman said. Each time the destruction’s going to get worse.

That’s the prediction. Three times.”“And already the social order is breaking down!” I replied,

wondering how it could have happened so fast.“They’d had a few minor earthquakes in the

distant past,” she said picking up on my thought. “But nothing too serious, which was part of the

problem. And remember, they’d not had a typhoon in more millennia than was covered by their

records, they were that good at controlling wind and water temperature. You know how they

prided themselves on how well Mother Earth had been taking care of them . . .”“And, in a way,

Mother Earth had,” I thought, cheekily. “She had protected them . . . until, of course, she

hadn’t!”That got a smirk out of Astar. “They’d gone soft!” she said. “As a culture, Lemurian life

lost its challenges . . . it was too easy, too static. Their social and material development reached

its peak long ago; progress hit a ceiling and stayed there. For thousands and thousands of

years nothing’s really changed much.”“But their knowledge of natural sciences? Their weather

control? Their discovery of electricity?” I wondered, recalling the ceremony I’d observed that

had been illuminated by eel power.“It never went anywhere,” she told me. “They had all the

scientific advances they needed. They could manage fine. They had no reason to innovate any

further. Their technology was so simple—it was based on the manipulation of sound and light

through natural means—it had almost no application of any use to Lemurian everyday life. The

generation of electricity was local, for example, and reserved for only the most important public

ceremonies and for the interiors of the most significant temples.”“The eels?”“They had to be

imported, remember?”“So they kept them a secret?” I asked. “To impress and mystify the

people?”“Not a secret, exactly—people knew about the eels. But for them electricity was

special, it was making light. It was something extremely sacred to them.”Astar now seemed in a

world of her own. I wasn’t going to stop her.“Another example . . .” she continued. Of course she

was lecturing me again, but I had to admit she’d connected more dots than I had. “They were

proficient metallurgists, as you know, capable of working with such rare metals as platinum, as

well as alloying it with gold and other noble metals. Their uses of platinum’s electrical

conductivity, as well as its noncorrosive benefits, was what allowed them to modify the weather

so effectively.“Yet the metal itself was so rare, so hard to find, and its melting point so high, that

all this knowledge had to be devoted to such skills as drawing platinum wire for their lighting

displays. And their magnets, for instance—they were alloyed three parts platinum to one part

cobalt. This was their sacred magic!”She paused for me to make the obvious inference but then

couldn’t resist spelling it out for me. “Do you really think the priests would allow that sort of

knowledge to get out to the people?!”Now, that had surprised me. I’d remembered Lemurian

culture as being remarkably free of priests or priestesses.Astar cut in again: “Life on the

islands deteriorated fast, faster than I would have imagined. After that first warning, that’s what

kicked it off. Within fifty years the priests had taken over again—it seemed they’d been waiting

in the wings for just such a chance.”“But, Vanu and Amadon? What were they doing?” I

asked.“Haven’t you heard? After the third warning—and they’d completely lost their credibility

with those who still hadn’t made their choice—they disappeared.”“Gone?” I blurted out

involuntarily. “No sign of them? What do you mean, disappeared?” It was hard to believe. Vanu

and Amadon were both of the original Nephilim. They’d been working continuously on the

planet for more than 450,000 years—I would have thought they’d both see it through to the

end. No wonder there was such chaos. It had always been their immortal presence that had

held the Lemurian culture together.“They were recalled to Jerusem, only twenty years ago,”

Astar said after I’d recovered my composure. By now I knew better than to expose too much

vulnerability to another of my sisters.“Vanu and Amadon,” I repeated a couple of times



thoughtfully, hoping Astar didn’t make too much of the tone of admiration I’d always felt,

especially for Amadon. Of course, Vanu had made his mistakes; he’d made some

compromises, which turned out to have some serious, unintended consequences. He certainly

wasn’t perfect, but ever since the rebellion he’d been facing difficult odds to keep the Multiverse

Administration’s light burning on the planet. That I had to admire.“What I heard,” Astar’s tone

grew conspiratorial, “was that they were pulled out so that the situation would be allowed to

deteriorate even further! Do you understand? Yes, they were told they’d completed their work

here, of course; that they’d taken Lemurian culture as far as it would go . . .”“Sounds right,” I

thought. They’d served far above and beyond the cause of duty. Both of them. Right or wrong,

that was worth some respect.“That’s not the point!” she said impatiently. “What I’m suggesting

is that they were pulled out in order for the situation to get worse. Not the other way around!”

She paused for me to take in the subtlety of her insight before continuing.“Most people” she

told me, “on the main island had made their choices by that time. How wise they were to follow

the Star People still remains to be seen. But the chaos and violence that boiled over, brief

though it was, has been terrible to behold.”I realized then that Astar, in the many millennia

she’d been posted to observe Lemurian life, had been protected from the harsh realities of

Prince Caligastia’s brutal inhumanity on the other side of the world.“So what is it you’re trying

to tell me, Astar?” I challenged her. “Why this sudden sympathy for mortals? It’s not like

you!”That turned the tables on her. Now she was the vulnerable one. It only lasted a moment,

but I knew she realized I’d seen her softer side, so she dropped her mask and leaned toward

me in a natural gesture of intimacy.“There’s something going on behind the scenes,” she

murmured in my mind. “The Energy Beings could have diverted the comet with a flick of their

energy fields. So why haven’t they? That’s the question, isn’t it?”It felt to me as though all the

bravado had left her aura. She was once again the Astar I used to know before the revolution.

We’d often worked closely together. Then, after the revolution—we’d both chosen to follow

Lucifer—she’d seemed to change, to become more distant. Although, like me, she was one of

the relatively few Watchers permitted to continue their work on the planet. Who knew quite

why?!After the revolution, for whatever reason, we’d never been able to maintain our previous

intimacy. We’ve remained civil over the millennia, but as you can see from the above

interchange we’ve had our uneasy times.For all that, I’ve come to respect Astar’s observations.

Her whispered confidence, that something was going on of which we Watchers weren’t aware,

surprised me—I’d come to believe I was the only one with such thoughts. And her point about

the Energy Beings was an intriguing one—I hadn’t considered it! Of course they could have

easily handled a mere comet—and if they hadn’t, well then, what did that say?It was the last

thing I heard from Astar that made my mind up as to where I would have to go next. If I could

get permission . . .But Astar hadn’t finished with me. “It was at the ceremony . . . were you there

for it? When the Pleiadeans and Vanu first met?” she started hesitatingly. “I was close enough

to the other three Pleiadeans; they were standing behind her, remember?”I

remembered.“When the Star Woman was in telepathic linkage with Vanu, the other three were

whispering among themselves. Although I couldn’t make out the details, I could sense they

knew something that wasn’t being said.”“And you got no hints?” I asked.“Just what I said

before. They were muttering about the Energy Beings; the rest I put together myself.”So it was

that: it was the thought the Pleiadeans were holding back some essential piece of information

that was getting to me. But there was little I could do about it, and clearly Astar was growing

impatient with me and my questions. Besides, the idea that MA hadn’t instructed the Energy

Beings to redirect the comet’s orbit so as to avoid the terrible destruction horrified me. It would

have been child’s play for them. It was in those moments I had the premonition, and not for the



first time, that for some reason this planet’s destiny was not intended to be an easy one.Astar

had disappeared about her business when I pulled myself out of my depressing revery. We

angels aren’t equipped emotionally to handle such negative thoughts and feelings. I felt my

desire to escape rising in me again. So, with that, I decided to apply to the Seraphic Over-

government for permission to make contact with the next ark leaving for the Seven Sisters.It

was a long shot, but I hoped they would let me go with the ark to the New Earth. If there was

an answer to this conundrum, I felt sure I’d discover it there.* * *The journey to the Omega’s

house in Slidell took the magazine staff out across the relatively recently constructed five-mile-

long bridge across Lake Pontchartrain to the wealthy suburb of New Orleans. Although the

bridge was built and opened in 1965, it became better known in 2005 when Hurricane Katrina

damaged it so severely that it had to be entirely rebuilt.In the spring of 1967, however, the Twin

Span Bridge was a concrete marvel that swept across the lake only yards above the water.

Mein Host appeared fascinated by it. Arriving so recently from a small island, the bridge must

have seemed almost endless to him. “The scale of the place never hit me before,” he was

saying, peering from side to side. “I flew into Chicago, and yeah, it’s a big city. But it’s not like

this. Chicago was high, but this is wide . . . this is vast . . .”“Wait till you see the causeway,” this

from Wendy in the front seat. “It’s even longer, over twenty miles . . . you think this is

long?!”Mein Host sat back and closed his eyes, listening to the quick, snapping, double-thwack,

followed by a whirring pulse, then another double-thwack, and another whirring pulse, in an

endlessly reiterating pattern of the car’s tires crossing the expansion joints in the roadway.It

was only the second of these magazine meetings they’d been called to Slidell to attend since

Mary Ann and Robert had moved to America, and no one was quite sure what was going to

happen. The magazine was still finding its way. This was going to be only the fourth issue, and

because the Processeans had been so successful at selling them on the street, they found

they had no way of actually assessing readership interest based on normal market forces.

While this had allowed them the freedom to create the magazine exactly along the lines they

wanted, it was this same freedom that also made the choices and options open to them as

seemingly endless as these American bridges.The single-issue magazine had already focused

on topics such as “Freedom of Expression,” on “Mindbending,” and on “Sex.” Now what would

turn out to be the next subject worthy of all the time, thought, and attention that went into

producing a magazine of substance? Several subjects had been mooted, but nothing yet had

seemed to ignite Mary Ann’s enthusiasm. And that was always the litmus test.There was also

another problem, which so far my ward clearly had been reticent to voice. Picking up and

moving an art department! With its drawing boards, its elaborate seats, its angle-poise lamps

and plan chests, and all the equipment required to make a magazine, complete with a

necessarily sizable darkroom—all this was back in London. To then relocate all this in a tiny

and completely inappropriate space in the New Orleans Chapter was going to be well-nigh

impossible. The chapter was already overcrowded. With rents on Royal Street as expensive as

they were, there wasn’t the money to expand their quarters.So the only option available to the

art department would be to share the room to which the community retired for their meals and

late-night gatherings. This would be sure to create insurmountable difficulties for everybody in

the chapter, given that food, drink, and artwork can seldom coexist in the same space for long

before accidents start to happen! And the round-the-clock schedule that the art department

adhered to as the deadlines approached would have been completely unworkable with people

constantly coming and going. Even I could see the impossibility of this.I knew Mein Host

thought it lucky that the design and artwork stage hadn’t started yet. And even more so that no

main subject had yet been decided on. I heard him half-joking with Andrew—the magazine



production manager who’d just been flown out to join the team—about this. He was hoping

they could stall any decision until the Omega—the collective name for Mary Ann and Robert—

had the opportunity to see for themselves the absurdity of trying to squeeze a viable art

department into the existing Royal Street Chapter.It had been a worrying time for my ward ever

since this impossible decision had come down from the Omega a week or so ago. Mary Ann

would come to be known for this sort of impetuous and ill-considered decision as time went by,

but these were still early days, and my ward clearly believed he needed to fulfill Mary Ann’s

every desire. So I was happy to overhear what he’d said to Andrew about deliberately delaying

the day—that he was prepared to consider manipulating the prime manipulator. At least the lad

wasn’t totally entranced by his Goddess!As it turned out, this devious move was not

required.The coming meeting wouldn’t be about the magazine but about something else

entirely: The decisions taken in this meeting would lead indirectly to the dissolution of the

community’s genuine desire to change the world. It would signal the end of any claim the group

might have once had of authenticity. The Process, as a potent new social movement, would go

through many trials and tribulations before finally imploding ten years later. Yet, in my humble

opinion, the decision made in the meeting to become “respectable” would be the watershed

moment when spirituality was sacrificed on the altar of religion.The house the Omega had

rented was a large, single-story affair set back from a road bordered on both sides by trees

dripping with Spanish moss. The land was flat, and the houses were still few and spread far

about from one another.Approaching the Omega’s house by car, it was as though the vehicle

and its anxious occupants were swimming through tunnels of green plasma, broken only by

narrow shafts of soft golden sunlight. For those in the car it would have appeared like the

quintessential Louisiana they’d seen in films, with escaped prisoners struggling through

alligator-infested swamps. (They can be forgiven, perhaps, for the conflating bayou country of

Louisiana with Florida’s Everglades.)They were let in the house by Joan, Mary Ann’s mother,

who had been flown out to housekeep for the Omega. A small, busy woman with an almost

incomprehensible Scottish accent, Joan seemed to be in a state of some bewilderment. In the

small talk, as they introduced themselves, it turned out this was her first trip to America and, if

they understood her correctly, the only time she had ever left Glasgow.Scarce wonder the poor

woman was bewildered!Standing around awkwardly in the living room of the house, with the

blackened water of a bayou running lazily outside the full-height picture windows, they watched

a couple of stiff-legged birds perched on a log, as still as white statues, their twin images

mirrored in the dark, slow-moving water. A lawn stretched down to the murky water’s edge. The

grass was well groomed and seemed intensely green in contrast with the inky-black water, the

thick undergrowth, and the shadowed tangle of trees on the far side of the bayou.After a few

minutes Mary Ann, closely followed by Robert, entered the room with their customary flourish.

Both were pictures of color-coordinated elegance: Mary Ann in her favored fawn-tinted, flowing,

full-length silk outfit, and Robert in a caramel-colored suit with its Nehru collar. Mary Ann was

always placing great emphasis on personal grooming, and it seemed to me that their move to

America was prompting them to take their personal presentation to new heights of spiritual

chic.These first few moments were always anxious times for Mein Host and the others as they

tried to read the mood of their Oracle and Teacher. It would be a sure sign of the direction the

meeting would take. Here, to everyone’s obvious relief, the Omega were all smiles and waved

greetings. Robert gestured for them to be seated after Mary Ann had made herself

comfortable, her legs tucked under her in one of the two capacious blond leather armchairs.

Only then did my ward and the others settle back into the soft leather sofas, take out their

notebooks, light up their cigarettes—they all smoked—and wait nervously for whatever new



startling revelations would emerge.I won’t try to reproduce the dialogue that followed as the

meeting lasted well into the next morning and much of it was inconsequential. However, I was

correct in my supposition that the Omega’s arrival in the United States would further formalize

the community’s status.As with so many issues raised in these interminable all-night

discussions, it was obvious to me that Mary Ann and Robert had already made up their minds

prior to bringing up a subject for general discussion.This meeting would be no different.I should

preface this by saying that Mein Host, while part of the Omega’s inner circle, was seldom

included in the general business dealings of the Process. He wasn’t aware, for example, that a

tax-exempt status on religious organizations had already been applied for back in England.

And had been refused.So when Mary Ann introduced the concept of the community formally

becoming a church in the United States, I could tell from my ward’s emotional body that he

greeted the idea with widely conflicted feelings. It was obvious from the way Mary Ann

introduced the idea that the point of it was to avoid paying taxes. My ward clearly wanted to

enthusiastically support Mary Ann (as was expected), yet he was equally clearly emotionally

repelled by the idea of becoming a church. Formal religion still represented all he disliked

about the Church of England; all those hours of enforced boredom he’d rebelled against at

school. He’d be thrown out of his Confirmation classes by a furious priest for asking difficult

questions. Something had to break, and his resolution was not entirely unexpected. His knee-

jerk disgust for all the trappings of formal religion was starting to mix with, and then was largely

replaced by, the illicit delight of once again outwitting the system and dodging the taxman.If the

hypocrisy of a group that had railed publicly against “organized religion” was now seriously

considering becoming what they’d previously so sneeringly dismissed, it was an irony none of

them were prepared to point out. And if the only reason they were applying for official status

was for financial gain, then the materialism inherent in this choice was brushed over with

barely a mention.These details faded into insignificance when it came time to find a name for

the church. Was the name to be a mere formality? Did the name really matter? Should it

represent the essence of their beliefs? Or should the name be mundane and unremarkable?

Above the radar, or beneath it? A symbol of security, or a call to action? Should it reveal, or

conceal?Ideas and suggestions were raised and shot down, raised and shot down, until two

finalists seemed to emerge, each with its own proponents. Most of the Processeans present

agreed with Robert’s proposal of “The Process Church of the Final Judgment,” with some

discussion as to whether there should be a comma or a colon between “Process” and “Church,”

and then whether a “Last Judgment” was more final than a “Final Judgment.”My ward was one

of those who favored a direct approach and supported the edgier, “The Process: Church of the

Unity of Christ and Satan,” maintaining that “the Unity” was far more central to their beliefs than

was any particular “Final Judgment.”The meeting broke up before a final decision had been

taken on the naming, with the intention of leaving it open until they’d consulted a lawyer on the

best approach. Neither was any conclusion reached on the theme of the magazine’s next

issue. In fact, much to the evident relief of Andrew and my ward, the subject was barely

mentioned over the course of the meeting.The one small success appeared to be an

agreement they managed to extract out of the Omega. Mary Ann, preferring to remain a

mysterious and unseen presence, had made it the Omega’s practice never to visit Process

chapters. Luckily, Andrew, with the advantage of being Robert’s younger brother, managed to

persuade them to come to Royal Street, for Mary Ann to see for herself the impossibility of

fitting an art department into an already overcrowded situation.Food was never considered an

important aspect of these all-night meetings, which were fueled almost entirely by cigarettes

and the occasional cups of coffee. With more experience, those privileged to attend the



meetings knew better to feed up beforehand on sufficient nutrition to carry them through the

next twenty or so hours.However, these were still early days, and it was an exhausted and

famished crew who made their way carefully back over the Twin Spans as dawn was splitting

the leaden eastern sky.With Wendy fast asleep in the front seat next to the driver, Andrew and

Mein Host in the back were able to quietly congratulate themselves on buying a little time. They

both evidently understood by now that it was impossible to ever directly oppose Mary Ann,

however unreasonable her instructions may have been. She was known to be somewhat more

reasonable when she could see for herself the unreasonability of one of her demands. It was

unknown for Mary Ann to ever doubt the brilliance of her ideas—her position in the group

depended on her absolute self-confidence—and this would be one of those rare occasions

when good sense overcame her autocratic certainty.It would not be long before a relieved Mein

Host found himself back in London with the team, working in the art department at Balfour

Place.2A Pleiadean EncounterSeraphic Overgovernment, Hints of a Conspiracy, Interplanetary

Travel Plans, and Planet Zeta’s PsychosphereI hoped my application for a travel permit would

go through smoothly, but instead I was asked to come in for an interview with the appropriate

official in the Seraphic Overgovernment. I have mentioned this Seraphic Planetary Government

in passing before, but further understanding is needed to fill out the picture.All inhabited

planets are overseen—some would say ruled—by these seraphic bureaucracies. This applies

to planets subject to the Lucifer Rebellion, as it does to all the other worlds, but with some

important differences. Under normal circumstances, the Planetary Prince would be working

closely with the Seraphic Overgovernment, but Prince Caligastia’s decision to follow Lucifer

threw everything up in the air.This situation was further complicated by the fact that prior to the

Planetary Prince’s arrival, the sovereignty of this world was held in trust and administered by

Lucifer, the System Sovereign. Because it was Lucifer who originated the revolution and, as a

result, was removed from his post as the System Sovereign, this left the Seraphic

Overgovernment with only marginal administrative oversight. With both Caligastia and Lucifer

considered in default, the overall responsibility for the progressive development of life on Earth

reverted back to the Melchizedek receivers—and they seemed content to leave the day-to-day

details to the Seraphic Overgovernment.In fact, many of us Watchers thought it most curious

that MA would appear so reluctant to fill in the positions prejudiced by the rebellion.Although

leaderless, the Seraphic Overgovernment was quite capable of fulfilling its mandated

responsibilities. You might find it somewhat more loosely organized than mortal governments,

because celestials are functional beings. They know who they are and what they were created

for. Thus fifth-dimensional life went on as much as it always had. Although the Seraphic

Overgovernment’s responsibilities fell mainly on the care of the celestials in their charge, they

continued to have to work closely, for example, with Vanu’s vastly reduced number of loyal

midwayers, while their government officials continued in their allocated task of interfacing with

the seraphim functioning as guardian and companion angels.At the time I’m speaking of here,

when I’d put in my travel application, I was told there were more than a billion seraphim and

cherubim serving in pairs on the planet, as guardians, administrators, or in one of the groups of

angels, like the Angels of Progress for example, who serve the cause of human development in

a more general sense.The serious student of celestial politics will find the many details of the

celestial appointees in the appropriate papers of The Urantia Book, and thus I don’t want to

bore you with them here. Instead, I would merely like to show and reassure you that however

chaotic and challenging the world around you might seem, there is always a constant level of

celestial oversight to mortal affairs.I should stress, as I have before, that celestial oversight

does not imply celestial interference. Angels aren’t here to prevent people from behaving badly



—that’s a mortal’s choice, after all. They will, however, gently encourage the choices an

individual makes that benefits her or his spiritual self-awareness and deepens their capacity for

love, faith, courage, and compassion.I recall there was a steady influence from the Seraphic

Over-government for the good, true, and beautiful, because these were my sisters when I was

part of it before the rebellion.But that’s just a memory for me at this point.A distant memory.The

fifth-dimensional reality of the angels is as real to a being of the fifth dimension as your third-

dimensional world is to you. Here I’m not talking about the four dimensions of classical physics,

or the eleven dimensions of one of the string theories, or even the enfolded dimensions of the

Holographic Model, but the far simpler seven-dimensional model used by celestials. I’ll reiterate

it briefly.The first dimension is the realm of the rock and mineral intelligence: the “rock devas,”

let’s call them. They gather the particulate material responsive to the loving influence of gravity.

Thus the overall organization and equilibrium of the first dimension rests with them.The second

dimension is the vegetal realm of the “nature spirits” who arrive on a world when it has been

appropriately prepared by the rock devas. It is within the second dimension that the Life

Carriers deposit the original germs of organic evolutionary life.The third dimension is the realm

of the animal intelligence. The physical bodies of all animals, from single-cell organisms to the

most complex creatures, are dependent, in part, on the beneficence of the preceding

dimensions, as they are also sustained by sun and organic matter, and animated by the

spirit.The fourth dimension is said to be the realm of mortals, of human beings, and is the

bridge between the lower three dimensions of the created world and the higher three

dimensions of the celestial worlds. Mortals, in this model, are the link between the material

world and the celestial realms—you are, in a very real sense, the hands of the angels.The fifth

dimension is the realm of the angels. The sixth and seventh dimensions, that of the archangels

and the Divine, need not concern us here, as I will be addressing them later in my

narrative.Suffice it to say, that as a seraphic Watcher, beyond having an awareness of their

existence, I have almost nothing directly to do with those two higher dimensions. Also, knowing

myself to be a created being, an emanation if you like, from a higher dimensional being, my

very existence demonstrates for me the reality of these higher dimensions.However, it’s the fifth

dimension within which my sisters and I exist and is the one that concerns us here, because it

was within the fifth dimension I’d find the headquarters of the Seraphic Overgovernment.The

enormous structure containing the offices of the department handling travel permits, although

beautiful beyond words, was as solid and present to my sensory apparatus as any motor

vehicle license bureau would appear to a human sensorium.Not only was the design of the

building one of exquisitely elegant proportions, but it seemed to have an inner glow as though it

had a life of its own. To say the building was vast would be an understatement to any advanced

mortals in the unlikely prospect they’d ever find themselves there. I approached it from a good

height, and even then I couldn’t make out its farthest limits. These were made all the more

difficult to gauge because, as I watched, the immense structure was very slowly rearranging

itself. Not all at once, of course, but here and there I could see parts of the structure were

gradually transforming.It was a sight I’d never tired of before the revolution when I used to visit

frequently, but now, when I’d not been back for almost 300,000 years, I couldn’t help taking my

time to putter around (and yes, angels can putter around, much as humans do) the magnificent

gardens, taking in the delicate scents of flowering trees and plants that grow and blossom only

in the fifth dimension. But before I had the chance to fully gratify my sensual pleasure, I felt

myself drawn toward the bejeweled entrance of the structure.I knew I was simply indulging in

the worst sort of nostalgia and I needed to pull myself together before the interview. As I

approached the entrance I found myself relaxing and the stress of the upcoming interview



dissolving as I entered the spacious atrium. I suddenly felt more at ease with myself than I’d felt

since the revolution. I needed no directions; the building itself was guiding me as I moved down

endless corridors of light to the office I sought.Crossing another garden, its central fountain

bubbling contentedly, I entered a different section of the building and moved though a large

room containing several of my sisters bent over their desks. I hoped they were busy issuing

travel permits.I was gestured to an office at the far end of the room by a sister seraph who

couldn’t seem to meet my eyes. As I neared the entrance the door appeared to dissolve in front

of me. They were expecting me.I entered the room, and there was my first surprise. Sitting

beside the administrator who’d called me there and whom I’d expected to see, was one of the

Pleiadean Star People I recognized from their initial meeting with Vanu back on

Lemuria.Neither was particularly effusive in their greetings as I was shown a seat. I had a

sense this was not going to be good news. In the silence that followed I had a chance to look

around. One wall opened out onto a garden and I was astonished to see a couple of fandors

quietly nibbling at the rushes growing along the shallow edges of a stream winding through the

trees.Two of the other walls appeared to be coated with some form of liquid crystal, which

displayed what I now saw was an underwater scene. In the subdued lighting, when I had first

entered the room, I assumed these walls were simply tinted an otherworldly, deep aquamarine

color. It was only when I sat down and had a chance to admire the decor that I noticed a

translucent violet jellyfish floating gracefully from floor to ceiling, and I realized the walls were

transducing images from the sounds I was absorbing at the very limits of my hearing range.I

was brought back to myself when I noticed the seraph wrinkling her delicate nose before

looking up from her desk and the papers she was studying with the Pleiadean. The Starman

peered up more suddenly and a flicker of a smile crossed his beautiful face. But for a moment I

was looking right through him, and I realized he must be a holographic projection. Then, a

moment later, he was back again, looking mildly apologetic for the transmission glitch.Perhaps

the interview was not going to be as unfavorable as I’d feared.It was the administrator who

spoke first.“Your application has reached me,” she said without any preamble. “Before I’m able

to make my final recommendation, the committee will wish to know your true reasons for this

trip. You must be aware this is a most unusual request and considering your . . . your status,”

there was her nose wrinkling up again. I’d hoped my odor, so seemingly offensive to MA’s

faithful loyalists, had dissipated somewhat. But clearly not. (I wonder if all species are unaware

of the distasteful odors they emit.)
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Joel Kuritsky, “Great addition to the series. I saw this in a bookstore and was intrigued enough

to start reading the whole series of of his "rebel angels" books. The story of mankind's

development on earth is told from the perspective of the rebel angel Georgia and interspersed

with life stories of the author's childhood and later involvement in the Process church. I find the

series interpretation of the teachings in the Urantia book much more intelligible and have not

been able to put them down. The books fill in a lot of holes for me regarding the history of our

planet and how we came to be such an isolated world that has been manipulated throughout

time by various religious, political and other ideological systems. As an anthropologist I always

knew that there were holes in the religious explanations of our history and I also found there

are more and more questions and discoveries regarding our physical evolution.These books

offer an interesting take on that and provide wonderful stories to ruminate about.”

William, “Worth reading this and may lead to getting all the others.... I've read most of the

author's books and this series may well be the best of all. Whether or not you believe the story

isn't important... the writing is excellent and educational and the plot believable and at times

inspiring. Wyllie deals with a subject that is for many a very touchy subject indeed but he

presents the ideas in a very engaging and interesting way that should not offend anyone. He's

a very well educated writer and demonstrates an excellent command of the english language,

something that's lacking in many other books today. I've had to several time look up words the

author uses and I like that. I'm looking forward the next two books to come in 2016.”

Johary G, “Not for the faint of heart. This book should .... Not for the faint of heart. This book

should be considered by somebody that can think outside the box. There are a lot of people

that cannot understand anything.  this book is not for them.”

Joseph, “singing of their Love of God. I have read every book that Timothy Wyllie has so

graciously written since "Dolphins, Extraterrestrials, Angels" was published in 1984. If you

happen to come across my small and simplistic message, only this I can share with you: Every

piece of paper that Master Timothy touches is Magically Transformative! As You evolve; and, if

You are as mySelf, most assuredly stumbling throughout so very many years on the Path

towards Light, you will come to Understand and Learn this Truth: It really doesn't matter which

one of Timothy Wyllies' books you begin, You are most deserving of having the pleasure of

READING AT LEAST ONE! As the years may pass, prove me this wrong: The construct

commonly know as "re-reading," cannot be applied in the case in any of Timothy Wyllie's

master-pieces! I have tried; and have heard, All the Angels laughing and laughing, with me and

through my silly human adventures, singing of their Love of God. May We All Walk together,

Forever. . .”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent and thought provoking. This is an excellent series which

provides an insightful perspective to how things seem to work on earth. It will certainly raise

some questions which will inspire you to think deeply about your most cherished assumptions

on what it means to be living in the here and now.”

SJ Smith, “know your Invisibles. these just keep getting better, wish they were all in book

instead of serialized.”

Pam Jenkins, “Five Stars. I loved it.”



Thomas R. Eifler, “Five Stars. Great support for Urantia Book if you have an interest or

inclination to these things”

Janice G. Robertson, “Another masterpiece from Timothy Wyllie and Angel Georgia.. .Having

read all of Timothy's previous books dictated by Angel Georgia, I was wondering what else she

could possibly tell us about now. I have not been disappointed. In this book she visits three

planets in our Satania System of 630 planets. These three were part of the 37 planets which

joined the Lucifer Rebellion - which caused such havoc and destruction on our planet Earth.

She describes the total destruction of the first planet she visited which was entirely dead, its

oceans putrid and stinking, then the other two, which were not so badly affected. She tells us

so much more about the 3rd, 4th and 5th dimensions. Most importantly, we are informed about

our sanctity. This kind of information has never been revealed to us except in the Urantia Book

which was dictated from 1934-1950, and which she corroborates. I exhort everyone to read

this book and all the previous books dictated by Angel Georgia. We need to know who we

really are and where we stand in our universe of Nebadon, and in the vast Multiverse. No

amount of rhetoric from our scientists can match the truth that Angel Georgia gives us.”

Robin Arguin, “A great reading. The continuing epic story of humanity. A great reading. I'll get

the whole serie. A chance to learn what has been hidden from us.”

The book by Timothy Wyllie has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 30 people have provided feedback.
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